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Abstract

The wisest of the Ancient Greek philosophers realised that ultimately the universe could only be composed of identical indivisible spheres; and Squish Theory extends this idea with the concept of compressible spacebubbles. In a universe composed only of spacebubbles, all mass/energy must be a compression of the spacebubbles, so particles can only be made of squashed spacebubbles which are spinning either clockwise or anticlockwise. It therefore follows that in physics terms, particles can only be composed of collections of positive and negative charges, as in positrons and electrons.

The reasoning behind this conclusion is largely philosophical and cosmological, but is not discussed in this paper. Rather what the paper does is examine the difference in mass between particles of similar size, in order to show that the theory is consistent with existing data; and to determine the binding energies of charges inside particles, and on the surface of particles. It then shows that the values deduced are consistent with the idea that a neutron is a proton with 3 extra charges on its surface; and also that the binding energies of simple atomic nuclei can be predicted on the basis of the interactions between charges on the surface of nucleons. Of course there is not sufficient accurate data on particle masses, to show conclusively that they must be collections of charges; if there had have been, then clearly somebody would have already noticed the pattern; however the pattern is certainly strong enough to warrant further testing.

The major problem for this theory, is that the standard model has taken root, and in these highly religiosised times, physicists have a religious duty to condemn all new ideas as crackpot. However we do not even need to scratch the surface of the standard model to see that it is untenable, as a universe composed of so many ‘elementary’ particles would not merely have required a separate creator, but one of severely impaired intellect, a hypothesis nobody has ever suggested. On top of this, of the major actors in the drama, the dozens of quarks and anti-quarks, none have actually been directly measured for either mass or charge; and even those ‘elementary’ particles which do actually exist, such as muons, are clearly composed of something else otherwise they would not spontaneous disintegrate. In Squish Theory there is no such problem, as all particles are merely composed of pairs of charges, which can unravel in the same way as electron/positron pairs; so the only unbreakable particles must be electrons and positrons, which can only unravel if they meet their Nemesis.
Particle mass analysis

Here is a diagram to illustrate the general idea that a particle such as a proton is made from a lattice of positive and negative charges; with an amount of binding energy resulting from the fact that unlike charges are always closer than like charges. It is not intended to convey the detailed structure; as even if this was known it would be hard to illustrate, since the charges are clearly not arranged in skins like an onion, but rather in a complex 3D lattice.

Let us take a look at three sigma particles, which are created in high energy collisions:
Sigma-plus with a mass 2327.53 times that of an electron.
Sigma-neutral with a mass 2333.93 times that of an electron.
Sigma-minus with a mass 2343.35 times that of an electron.

Each of these particles must be made of a certain number of charges, but I cannot calculate those numbers exactly. What can be calculated is the difference in the number of charges.
The difference in mass between the sigma-plus and the sigma-neutral, is 6.4 electron-masses. This must be accounted for by an odd number of charges. If the number was 7, then the mass per added-charge would be .91, if there were 9 extra charges the figure would be .71, and with 11 it would be .58.

If we assume that all particles are roughly spherical balls of charge, then the mass per added-charge ought to be about the same in all cases where particles contain thousands of charges. So now lets consider the difference between the sigma-neutral and the sigma-minus.

The mass difference this time is 9.42 electron-masses. If the number of added charges was 11, then the mass per added-charge would be .86, with 13 it would be .72, and with 15 it would be .63.

Clearly the only values that correspond are .71 and .72. We would not expect the values to be identical, as ultimately they depend on the exact arrangement of charges inside the particles, but we might expect the values to be closer than those. However the masses of the sigma particles are not known exactly, and if we include this uncertainty in the calculations we end up with a range of .69 to .73 in the first case, and .716 to .73 in the second, which suggests that in both cases the mass per added-charge is around .72.

It is probably fair to say that getting such a good correspondence is not very likely to happen by chance, however the case can be strengthened by looking at a few more pairs of particles:

The Xi-neutral and the Xi-minus, have a mass difference of about 13.4 electron-masses; so assuming the Xi-minus contains 19 extra charges, we get a range of .68 to .73.

The meson-plus and the meson-neutral, have a mass difference of about 9.3 electron-masses; so assuming the meson-plus contains 13 extra charges, we get a range of .67 to .76.

The D-meson-plus and the D-meson-neutral, have a mass difference of about 6.44 electron-masses; so assuming the D-meson-plus contains 9 extra charges, we get a range of .65 to .78.

In each of the above three cases, for the range to have included .72 by chance would happen a bit more than half the time, but the fact that .72 is in each case somewhere near the central value, provides some reassurance.

Those are the only large particles whose masses are known with sufficient accuracy that they could have contradicted Squish Theory. There are however some smaller particles which are not quite so obliging.
In the case of smaller particles, we would expect the average mass per charge to be more; because a larger fraction of their charges would be on the surface, and surface charges would have a higher mass because there are no opposite charges above them overlapping their electric fields. In fact a useful rule of thumb, is to assume that each surface charge has a mass of .8, whilst each fully surrounded charge has a mass of .7. If we apply this rule to the larger particles above, where we would expect adding 10 extra charges to increase the number of surface charges by about 2 or 3, we do in fact get the answers .72 or .73 electron-masses per added-charge.

In the case of pions, with masses of around 270 times that of an electron, the difference between the pion-plus and the pion-neutral is very close to 9 electron-masses. So we must assume that involves 13 extra charges, giving a mass per added-charge of only .69. In kaons with masses of around 970 times that of an electron, the difference between the kaon-plus and the kaon-neutral is around 7.7 electron-masses. So we must assume that involves 11 extra charges, which gives a mass per added-charge range of .69 to .71.

These lower values are not particularly convenient, but could perhaps be explained away by saying that although the pion-plus contains 13 extra charges, its structure is such that it still contains the same number of surface charges as the pion-neutral. Of course the situation is not really that simple, as one cannot actually build a sphere out of the 350 or so charges that make up pions; and even if one could, the steeper curvature of the smaller sphere would leave the surface charges more exposed, thus increasing their mass. To provide a proper theory, we would need to know the exact positions of the 350 or so charges inside the particles; however the basic principle that the larger pion-plus has a much more compact structure than the smaller pion-neutral, is certainly supported by the evidence that its average lifetime is a billion times greater.

We could try to use a similar argument for the kaons, however it should also be noted that having a net charge would be expected to slightly increase the mass of a particle. If we were to assume a value of around .05 of an electron-mass to cover this, and then adjust the calculations accordingly, it would push the mass per added-charge for kaons up to a middle value of .705, as well as making both the sigma middle values around .715.
The structure of the neutron

Due to the stable nature of the proton, and the less stable nature of the neutron, in Squish Theory it is clear that a neutron must be a proton with 3 extra charges on its surface.

Since ordinary surface charges are estimated (as calculated above) to have a binding energy of .2 electron-masses; then the more exposed nature of the 3 extra charges, means that they might be expected to have a binding energy of only around .1. However this is partly offset by the fact that the charges underneath the extra 3, would have their binding energies increased from .2 up to perhaps somewhere around .25. So all things considered, a binding energy of about .15 per added charge for each of the extra 3 sounds reasonable. \[0.85 \times 3 = 2.55\] electron-masses, which is the roughly the difference in mass between a proton and a neutron.

The neutron mass is quite a stringent test of squish theory, because if the difference in mass was much less than 2.4, then it would be impossible to produce a model of the neutron at all. On the other hand, if the mass difference was much more than 2.7, then we would need to assume that the neutron contained 5 more charges than a proton, which would make no sense unless the mass difference was over 4 electron-masses.
The strong nuclear force

The diagram below is intended to show that the strong nuclear force is caused by the interaction of charges on the surfaces of nucleons; and also that the way these surface charges fit together is equivalent to how charges fit together inside nucleons.

In order to calculate, we need to make some assumptions. The first is that when nucleons stick to each other, they fit together in a similar way to the layers in a particle. This is what logically ought to happen, and it means we can do our calculations by using the rule of thumb that whilst each surface charge weighs .8 of an electron-mass, each fully enclosed charge only weighs .7 of an electron-mass.

So when two nucleons stick together, each pair of charges which overlap, will release .2 of an electron-mass of energy. During the formation of a deuterium nucleus, a proton and a neutron stick together. The energy released is equal to about 4.4 electron masses, which suggests that about 22 pairs of surface charges overlap; implying that the nucleons flatten slightly from the spherical, such that about 1/40 of their surface area makes contact.
The conclusion that nucleons are flexible, is also necessary to make sense of the tritium nucleus, where one proton and two neutrons are stuck together. We would expect the energy released this time to be around 3 times as great, as there are now 3 points of contact; but the energy released per contact point also increases, from 4.4 to 5.6 electron-masses. This implies that the two points of contact on each nucleon are somehow working together to further distort their shapes from the spherical.

A standard helium nucleus, or alpha particle, is made from two protons and two neutrons. We only need to try sticking 4 balls together, to realise why an alpha particle, with 6 points of contact, ought to be a very stable structure.

Since nucleons are flexible, we can assume that at the heart of an alpha particle, there is almost continuous surface contact between the nucleons. This would suggest that about 1/6 of the surface area of each nucleon is in contact with other nucleons.

Assuming that a proton is made from about 2501 charges, the total surface area should contain around 810 charges, and 1/6 of that is 135. So the formation of an alpha particle should involve around 135 surface charges on each of the 4 nucleons becoming fully enclosed, which would yield 4 \times 135 \times .1 = 54 electron-masses of energy. Which is unnecessarily close to the measured value of 55 electron-masses.

That was only a rough calculation, based on assumptions which may not be very accurate, but it is still enough to show that Squish Theory’s explanation of the strong nuclear force does predict values similar to those measured in experiments.

Conclusion

For all the figures above to have fitted together so well, is surely unlikely to be a coincidence; however it would be difficult, as well as pointless, to try to quantify the probability. Rather what is required is that Cern should give the Higgs boson a rest, and instead measure more accurately the masses of those particles that do actually exist, so that a proper theory of particle physics can be constructed.

I am tempted to say that only somebody with the obstinacy of a glutted adder, would oppose such a course of action. However all the evidence points to the religious nature of humans, and the difficulty they have in ever accepting that anything they have been taught could be wrong. So it seems likely that Squish Theory will continue to be ignored, as physicists instead find excuses to continue to believe in quarks and gluons, despite the overwhelming evidence that they do not exist.